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Abstract: A space is a Tr topological space, and a w-extension of a ma1 ) is an extension of it 
to a map between thp Wa.lman compactifications of its domain a& codon, ain. A map 
f: X+ Y is aQ&+nq~ if when v is a finite open cover of Y then there is+a fimi%t open coyer Ir of 
X such that for eack W E fl there is a VE u with cl f [A] c Y whenever A c X and CM ?C 1;y, It is 
shown that everyw>mo.p has a unique w-erctensson and the w-extet:sion is acl&&rtap; thus the 
Wallman compactication is an epireflection from the category of spaces andq@&naps to the 
category of compact spaces andck90_maps. Other classes of maps are discussed and examples are 
given showing their relationship. It is shown that the Wallman compactifkatiorr, is a,univirsal ob- 
ject of appropriate fpe with respect to the &ss wof maps that have a (not necessarily unique) 
wextension. 
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‘Nallman comps.ctification %E -map 
extending maps. to Waliman compactifizations epireflection 
QiOrnap stable reflection 
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Introduction 
A problem of recent. interest has been to determine if the Wallman 
comk -M’ication may be regarded as a functor, especially as an epire- 
flection functor, or-1 ah suitable category of spaces. The background of 
this question arYd related questions is given by Herrlich 12 1. The prob- 
lem for the Wallma:n compactification was solved affirmatively in [3] 
by observing that the class of maps having a closed extension be- 
tween the Wallman iVcr)mpa ations of their domain and codomain 
forms the class of ~PI rphisms of a suitable category. In the presc:nt 
paper this result is gcqeralized, and a simple topological characti=rization 
d clap? of morphisms is given. 
m& is a continuous function betwe .1 spaces, and a w-exfensior~ of a 
map is an extension of it to a map 1% t-veen the Wa an compactifica- 
tions of its domain and codomain. 
The major difficulty in examinin extensions of maps with compact 
but not Hausdorff codomain is that extension by regul 
longer be applied; this difficulty is discussed briefly by 
The only major result in this direction is that of Arhangel’skii, reported 
by Ponamarev in [S] , that a closed surjection has a w-extension to a 
closed subjection. Taimanov’s famous result [7] on extension of maps 
with compact codomain requires that the codomain be Hausdorff. An 
additional problem when the codamain is not Hausdorff is that w-ex- 
tension need not be unique even when it can be performed. 
We define the class %90 of CM3 and show that a cWO-map has 
a unique w-extension and that the ion is also a 9&Fmap. It is 
shown that the class 39@ is properly contained in the &ES 9&J, that a 
map with compact domain and codsmain need not be a %KSmap, and 
that a map with compact codomain need not have any w-extension. 
We also show that the Wallman compactification can be regarded as 
a universal object in an appropriate sense on the ca egory whose class 
of morphisms is the class ckp of maps having a w-extension (not neces- 
sarily unique). 
1. The category W6 
If f : X -* Y is a function between spa.ces X and Y and U, V are open 
subsets of X, Y respectively, then Us< f V will be written if whenever 
A C X is closed and A c U then cly f’[A ] C V. A w-carper of a space is a 
finite open cover, and if v is a w-cover of Y and p is a w-cove 
I_L <f~ will be written if for each U E p there is VE with U cf V. The 
function f is a WO-map if for each w-cover v of Y here is a w-cover p 
of X with p Kfv. 
Our main result is the following: 
A. Every 9KLmap has a unique w-extension, and ,the ex- 
tension is also a 9&D-map. 
The proof of this result 
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n ordlsr that the theorem make sense it is necessary tlhat a CkaO-map 
be in fact a map. 
1.1. If U+ V the:nf[U] C K 
2. If p <p then p refinesf+(v). 
1.3. Every CwOmap is a map. 
To show that the class c’I#O of %0maps is the class of morphisms 
of a cate:gory it must be shown that the composition of **&maps is a 
CISO-map. It is cleal iat identity mabs are cP96-mapS 
Let X,’ Y and 2 be spaces ant?l let f : .X -3 Y and g : Y +- .‘Z. n 
l.S.If~Cfvandv+ thenpCefw. . 
1.6. The compc&tion of ck90-maps i a w0-map. 
Once we have shown (2.8) that the inclusion of a space into its Wall- 
man compactification is a CWO-map then the following consequence of 
Theorem A may be deduced. 
Theorem B. The category of 6;ompact spaces and w&maps is an epi- 
reflective subcategory of the category of spaces and QRFmaps. 
2. The Wallman oompactiflcation 
The constructil3n of the Wallman compactification is given in [4]. 
The points of the Wallman compactification WX of a space: X are the 
maximal closed filters [p] on .Y; the symbol [p] represents the filter 
and p re:presents he corresponding point of wX. For each p E wIY there 
is the open filter (I! ) on X which consists of all. those open sets that con- 
tain a member af [p] . The neighborhood filter of p E wX is generatzd 
the base consisting of sets P = {qEwX: VEQ)}.ForeachxE 
ximal closed and this gives the functian 
hich is 
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For each ~loscctt A c X there is the subset A * = {p E WX : A CT- [p]) 
of wX. Some properties of the sets Y* and A * wili now be recalled. 
’ \ 
r .‘ 
2.LIf KXisapenthenwX-V*=(X-E%*. 
2.2. If A c X is closed then WX -A* =: 
2.3. If VI, .a., Vn are open, U= V, U . . . uCl’,andW=V,~..nV~, 
then U* = Vfu...uV-andW*=V~n...fW~. 
2.4. If AI, .m., A, &eclosed,B=Alu...uA, andC=Ap...nA,, 
then B* =A? u .*. u AZ and C* = A? n . . . n AZ, 
2.5. If A (1 X is clcsed then c~,,,~w~ [A] = A? 
Given a w-cover iu of X there is the collection p * = {U* : U E p} of 
open subsets lof wx”; xcording to 2.3 cc* is in fact a w-cover of wX. 
2.6. If p is a w-cover of X then 9 $ p*. 
The following property of covers of wX is frequently useful. 
2.7. Let o be an open cover of wX; then there is a +cover ,U of X 
such that JP refines U. 
roof. For each VE u and each p E V choose UP E $7) with Up* C Y; 
then the open cover {Uz} of the compact space WX h.as a finite sub- 
cover, and the coriresponding collection of UP’s gives a w-cover p of X 
such that p* refines O. 
An immediate consequence of 2.6 #an5 2.7 is the following: 
2.8. T.he function wx is a WO-map. 
A result that is useful in extending maps is this: 
;L.? If A C: wX is closed and V c w3Y is open wit/l A C V then there is 
a closed L” C X with A C B* C V. 
oaf. Frc,_y 9 .E : hews that {V, WX -A} has a refinement by 
some p *, -where ,U is a et W be the uni 
U of p such that U* c 
the members of p, an:1 let B = X - Bat. Then using I?.3 it follows that 
cfp* c WX - A, T* c V, and wx - W* c P. Applting 2. II to find 
WX- w* =: (X_ J$@)” == B*, the result is establish;& 
3. The w-extension of a bK5-map 
Extending the notation introduced in section 2, if y is any filterbase 
on a space X let [ 71 be the closed filter generated by {cl F : for so.me .
G E 7, G c F} and let ( y ) be the oren filter generated by {int F : for 
someGEy,GCintF}.Iff:X*YandpEwXdefine~(p)= 
!J(Cpl )I l 
3.1. Suppose g is a w-extension off and p E wX. Then f#(p) c [g(p)] 
Proof. Suppose A C Y is closed and A $ [g(p)3 ; then g(p) E ‘w T -A 
and thus g” [w Y - A *] is a neighborhood of p E wX. It follows chat 
f+[Y--$]E(p),andsothereisBE [p] withBcf+[Y-A].Then 
fo;eachCE[p] wehaveCnj’+[Y-Af #@,andthusclf[C]@A; 
it follows that A $ f*(p). 
3.2. Suppose f is a CWO-map and p E wX. Then I’#@) is contained in 
a unique maximal closed filter f W(p) and in fact (f@(p)> = C f W(p)). 
Proof. Certainly the closed filter f e(p) is contained in some maximal 
closed filter [s] on Y, and clearly tf #(p)> c (q). Now if YE (q) then there 
is a closed C c V with C E f q ] . We can choose a w-cover y of X such 
tp<f(V,Y-C}.ThenthereisUEpwithUEtp),andthereisa 
closedAc: UwithAe [p]. Sinceclf[A] Q: Y-Cthenclf[A] C V, 
and thus V E <f’#(p)>. 
That f#(p) is contained in a unique maximal closed filter is now im-1 
mediate from the fact that if(q) = W then [q] = [r]. 
According to 3.2 if f is a 9&D-map then there is a function fW : wX+ 
wYgivenbyfw(p)=qifEf([pl)l c [qlg 
3.3, If f is a %Omap then f w is a map. 
Proof. Let V* he a basic neighborhood f rfW(p)~: WY; then 
V E (p(p)) so by 3.2 there is B E [p] with cl f Bl C V. Since f is a 
CWO-map we can choose a w-cover p of X !uch that jr <> {V, Y - cl f [RI} ,' 
There is rj~ p with C& ( p), and it is easy l:o see that: &I <f V, from 
\;dhich it follows tha4 f”o [U*] c V*. 
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3.4, lffis a ;‘pu’B-map then f# is the unique w-extension 0f.f 
J?roaf. This is immediate from 3.1 and 3.3. 
?.5. If gis a CkPO-map and U<, V then U”” 
hoof. Suppose A C WX is clos1,?d and A c ’ there %a closed 
B c X with A c B” c U*. Now ~l,,~j”‘[A c cl,*s”IB*l = 
clwyfw [ clw$?] C (in view of the contin ty Qf P) cl,yfN LB1 = 
cJ,+f[B] = (dyf [B] )*; since cry f [B] c U we have (t&f [B] ) 
and it follows that cb,f” i/I] c U*. 
3.6. If f is a Ck?O-map then jlV is a %Kknap. 
Proof. This is immediate t;;c~rn 3.5 and 2.7. 
4. The category we . 
A ckp&map is a map having a closed w-extension. Clearly the compo- 
sition of 9&Z-maps is a ckpe-map, identity maps are CM@-maps, and 
the inclusion wx is a Case-map (since id,,, is a closed w-extension). 
4.1. Every we-map is a %#O-map. 
Proof. Suppose g is a closed wextension of ,,E Let v be a w-cover of 
Y. Then by 2.7 the !+cover g+ (v*) of wX is refined by some p *, where 
p is a w-cover of X. Suppose U E id; then p/* c g+ [ V*] for some V E v. 
Now if (a CI X in closed and 141 c U then A* c U* and g[A*] c V*. Since 
clwrf [A] = d,,g[A*] = g A*] (g is closed) then clwyf [A] C V* and 
so cl,.-f [A] c K 
As observed in [ 3 ] the class &%3’(3 includes all closed surjections (by 
Arhangel’skii’s result menkned above) and all maps with normal 
Hausdorff codomain (the latter since WY is compact Hausdorff when 
Y is normal and extension lay regularity can be used to obtain a w- 
extension, which must be a closed map). 
We have not ;as yet succeeded in obtaining a topological condition de- 
fining the class c)rBe that is as simple and easy to apply as the condition 
defining the class 380. 
5. 
This section consists G 
classes 9#C!, Cwe and 90. 
owing the relations 
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. I. A %RFmap between compact spaces that is not closed. 
the integers with finite complement topology and let X be 
ith topology enlarged by declaring the set IZ of Eden integers 
to be a closed set. The spaces X and Y are compact. Let f: X-, Y 5~: the 
identity map. Then f is not a closed map. To see that f is a ~0 -map ob- 
serve first that if x 
setw = (X- {Z), 
E then any crssed subset of X -- (xl is finite. Wow 
- (4)) ; ther L d is a w-cover of X. If I, is a w-cover 
of Y then thd meet of,.?(v) and o is a w-cover ~1 of X such that p Cf Y. 
5.2. A may- between compact spaces that is not a w&map. 
Let f be the identity map from the one point compactification X of a 
countable discrete space rcto the space Y having the same ground set as 
X and Mte complement topology. If p is the point at infK;y in X then 
any neighborhood W of p is infinite, ope~l, and closed. Thus clyJr W] = Y, 
from which it follows that f is not a Q&map, since if ‘1 is ,an open cover 
of Y consisting entirely of proper subsets then u Cfv cannot hold’ for 
any open cover w of X 
5.3. A map with compact codomain that has no w-extetnsion. 
Let X be the rational numbers with their usual topolo&y, let p $8 X9 
and let Y = X u (p}, where X C Y is open and neighborhoods of p E IY 
have finite complement. Then Y is compact (with weaker topology than 
that of the usual one-point compactificat:sn). Let .fi X+ Y be the in&~- 
sion and suppose g is a w-extension of 6 Sincri Xis normal the Wallman. 
compactification wXis Hausdorff. Let 2 be the subspace g”[X] of wX 
and let h be the restriction of g to a map with domain 2 and eodomain X. 
Then X c Z and h is the identity on X, so by [ 1,&l I I the image 
h [Z- X] is empty, thus 2 = X and so g+(p) = wX- X. But this is a 
contradiction since the non locally compact space _X is not open in the 
Hausdorff compactification wX[ 1,3.!5 (a)] :’ 
Example 5.3 satisfies Taimonov’s condition [ 7 1 f’cx extension except 
that the codomain is not Hausdorff. 
The following example illustrates the pathology of w-extensions. 
A map with infinitely many “similar” w-extensions. 
X be the integers w ology and let Y be the integers 
with finite complement topo 
actification of 
act space X is 
Y = w Y may be extended to WX by choosing;, arbitrarily a~ integer 
y E Y as the image of wX - X. Clearly all such extensions ire “similar” 
in that they give rise io the same partition 01 wX. 
’ * 
The only property of the identity map that_ isneeded to develop the t 
preceding example is the fact that its image s&is infinite. For let 
f: X* Y be any map. For eachy E Y set A, = cl&‘+(y) and let 
T C WX be the union of the A,. Then f has a unique extension g to T 
given by g(t) = y if and only if t E A,. Now {.Ar : A, # 0) is a pairwise 
disjoint family of open and closed subsets of wX (see [ 1,6. e 0] ) whose 
union T is open in wX and contains X, and T = WX if and o;lly if only 
finitely many A, are nonempty. It now follows that when f [X] is in- 
finite the map f has infinitely many “‘similar” w-extensions. More com- 
plex w-extensions may also be obtained by partitioning wX-- T into 
countably many closed subsets and assigning drstinct integer values to 
distinct members of the partition. 
6. The category W 
The class of Q&naps consists of those maps that have a w-extension. 
As wits seen in sectlion 5 not all maps are Q&maps and the extension of 
a Q&map need not be unique. It is a remarkable fact that the Wallman 
complactification is nevertheless a universal object in the category Cw. 
The essential notion giving the universali@ deLired is that of a stable 
reflector. We define the notion for an arbitrary category, since the 
uniqueness holds in that general setting. Let @ be a category, and let 
CD be a full subcategory. The morphism I* : C-+ D is a D-reflector if 
D E rd and. whenever E E Q and s : C -) E then there is t : D + E with 
tr = s (we make no uniqueness assumption for t). The morphism 
I- : C-, D ir: stable if whenever h : D + D and hr = r then h = id,. The 
subcategory Q is stably reflective if every object C E e has a stable re- 
flector pc E 9. 
6.1. Stable reflectors are categorically unique; that is, if r : C 3 D and 
s : C-, E zhre Atablp Q-reflectors then there are m,n with mr = s, ns = r, 
andmn=idE,nm= $-,. 
oof. That m, BS er;ist with mr = s and ns = r follows from the assump- 
that r and s a!*e reflectors;. Now n;mr = ns = r and mns = mr = s and 
since r and s are slab:e nm = idD and 
An immediate corollary is the followir,;: 
.2. If 9 is stably reflective in e and D E CD then Q, = idr,. 
It is clear that any reflective subcategory in the usual se&e (see I[2 J J 
is stably reflective. In the stably reflective but not r&flective case there 
may be many reflectors, slthough there will be only one stable rekctor, 
Theorem C. The subcategory of compact spaces and 9&maps is stably 
reflective in the category of spaces anti 9&maps, and the stable refkctor 
of a space is its Wakllman compactification. 
Proof. That wx : X + *wX is a reflector is immediate from the defini- 
tioi of CW-maps, and that wx is stJ.bfe follows from the fact that I+J~ is 
a %U-map and Ck:pO-maps kave unique w-extensions. 
Just as in the case of the class %%? it would be inkresting to have a 
simple topological characterization of the maps of the class %? 
The concept of a stable reflector is of interest in other types of d:ate- 
gories. A situation. very similar to that of the Walman com~actifkation 
occurs in the theory of rings. If we consider ings with no twti-sided non- 
zero annihilators, then any suck ring R can be embedded into a ring UR 
which h.as a unity, i;;l such a way as to obtaia z sdable reflector on the 
category of humomorphisms R + S that have an extension Ux + US. Re- 
stricting our attention to homomorphisms R + S that have an extension 
uR + US that preslzrve the unity, R + ~4? becomes an epireflection. 
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